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ABSTRACT
Source-code documentation is essential to efficiently develop
and maintain large software products. Documentation is
equally important for software product lines (SPLs), which
represent a set of different products with a common code
base. Unfortunately, proper support for documenting the
source code of an SPL is currently lacking, because source
code variability is not considered by current documentation
tools. We introduce a method to provide source-code doc-
umentation for feature-oriented programming and aim to
support developers who implement, maintain, and use SPLs.
We identify multiple use cases for developers working with
SPLs and propose four different documentation types (meta,
product, feature, and context) that fulfill the information
requirements of these use cases. Furthermore, we design an
algorithm that enables developers to create tailor-made doc-
umentation for each use case. Our method is based on the
documentation tool Javadoc and allows developers to easily
write documentation comments that contain little overhead
or redundancy. To demonstrate the efficiency of our method,
we present a prototypical implementation and evaluate our
method with regard to documentation effort for the SPL
developers by documenting two small SPLs.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.7 [Software Engineering]: Distribution, Maintenance,
and Enhancement—documentation

General Terms
Documentation
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Feature-Oriented Programming, Software Product Lines,
Source Code Documentation, API Documentation
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1. INTRODUCTION
To reduce the amount of implementation effort for a soft-

ware product, developers try to reuse as much source code
as possible from earlier and similar products [10]. Soft-
ware product line engineering (SPLE) is a concept aimed
at achieving this reuse in a systematic way. The idea is that
one SPL contains many different variants of one product,
which all share a common code base [6, 11]. One promising
technique to implement SPLs is feature-oriented program-
ming (FOP), which divides an SPL into single features and
stores the source code for each feature locally separated [12].
By combining a subset of all given features, different prod-
ucts can be generated.

On the one hand, the modularization provided by FOP
makes it easier to identify the code sections that implement
a given feature. On the other hand, however, it becomes
more challenging for a developer to get an overview of all
the code that influences the behavior of a specific class or
method. Consider the simple example for the method re-

ceive of a chat SPL for two different features, given in Fig-
ure 1. When calling this method, the developer has to reason
when it is necessary to check the result for null values. With
good documentation, this can be avoided as the relevant in-
formation is directly linked to the method (e.g., as tooltip).
Thus, good documentation of the source code is needed to
prevent bugs and loss of development time.

In general, source-code documentation is an important
part of software development, because it is necessary for the
understanding of source code during and after the develop-
ment process. But especially when trying to use or reuse
source code that was written by other developers, documen-
tation of such code becomes a crucial aspect for program
comprehension. The most common way of documenting
source code of high level programming languages is the use

1 private Message r e c e i v e (Message msg) {
2 i f (msg . isEncoded ( ) )
3 msg . decode ( ) ;
4 return o r i g i n a l (msg ) ;
5 } Encryption

6 private Message r e c e i v e (Message msg) {
7 i f ( SpamFilter . f i l t e r (msg ) )
8 return null ;
9 return o r i g i n a l (msg ) ;

10 } Spam

Figure 1: Method receive in two different features



Figure 2: Feature model excerpt of the Chat SPL

of documentation tools like Javadoc1 or Doxygen2.
Currently, Javadoc and other documentation tools are un-

aware of the concept of FOP, which prevents them to unfold
their full potential of helping developers of SPLs. Hence, we
propose an extension for Javadoc, which can also be adapted
for other documentation tools. We aim to support develop-
ers implementing and maintaining SPLs, as well as devel-
opers using SPL products or reusing (parts of) the source
code of an SPL. Experience indicates that developers need
different information for each of these use cases. Thus, we
design different documentation types to match the specific
information needs accordingly. Our proposed solution con-
sists of four documentation types that enable the dynamic
generation of source-code documentation for every product,
every feature, a whole software product line, and all possible
context interfaces, which are a new kind of development sup-
port for SPLs [14] (see Section 3). For this purpose, devel-
opers of a feature-oriented SPL are able to write documen-
tation comments for their code consistently with the FOP
design by dividing information into feature-independent and
feature-specific parts (see Section 4) and generate the doc-
umentation for each type on demand.

To evaluate our proposed method, we have implemented it
for FeatureHouse3 [2] product lines and Javadoc. However,
due to its modular design, our concept can be adapted to
other FOP implementations (e.g., AHEAD4 [4]) and other
common documentation languages (e.g., Doxygen).
In summary, we make the following contributions:

• We identify and describe four documentation types for
SPLs with individual information requirements.

• We present a method for generating tailor-made source-
code documentation for all uses cases.

• We evaluate our method in terms of documentation
effort by comparing it to straightforward approaches
for single documentation types.

2. BACKGROUND
To clarify the challenges of documenting an SPL, this sec-

tion provides background information on FOP and the ap-
proach to application programming interface (API) docu-
mentation taken by Javadoc.

2.1 Feature-Oriented Programming
The basic principle of FOP is the decomposition of all

components of an SPL into a set of features [1]. We consider
a feature in conformity with Kang et al. as “a prominent or
distinctive user-visible aspect, quality, or characteristic of a

1http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/
documentation/index-jsp-135444.html
2http://www.stack.nl/~dimitri/doxygen/
3http://www.infosun.fim.uni-passau.de/spl/apel/fh/
4https://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/schwartz/ATS.html

Figure 3: Example of the superimposition of two
FSTs for the Chat SPL (adopted from [3])

software system or systems” [8]. Features of an SPL can be
described with a feature model that defines dependencies be-
tween the features, thereby specifying which configurations
of the SPL are valid. In Figure 2, we display an excerpt
of the feature model of the Chat SPL, which implements
multiple products of a simple chat application. The model
specifies the two core features Chat (root feature) and En-
cryption (mandatory child of Chat), which are part of every
valid configuration. Additionally, the model specifies the
four non-core features ROT13 and SWL (alternative fea-
tures) and Commands and Spam (optional features).

To generate a certain product, all features selected in a
configuration are combined by using the process of superim-
position, which works on feature structure trees (FSTs) [3].
In general, all components of a feature can be combined by
using FSTs and superimposition. This is called the principle
of uniformity [5].

We provide an example of FSTs and superimposition for
Java source code in Figure 3. The package name client

is used as the first level of the tree. All nodes on the sec-
ond level are classes (Client), and their children are class
members (send, receive, and encrypt). When generating
a product, all FSTs for the given feature subset (configu-
ration) are combined by superimposition in a certain order,
defined by the developer. For this, superimposition recur-
sively composes all the nodes of two FSTs on the same level
with an equal name and type [3]. In our example, such nodes
are client (package), Client (class), and send (method).
Nodes that only exist in one of the two FSTs (receive and
encrypt) are added to the resulting FST.

Inside of feature source code, the developer can define
new classes and class members or refine classes and class
members of other features. In Figure 1, we give an exam-
ple of method refinement in FOP. The method receive is
originally defined in Chat and is later refined in Encryption
(Lines 1-5) and Spam (Lines 6-10) by using the keyword
original. If a generated product contains both features,
the implementation of receive is taken from Spam, and
original in Spam is replaced with the implementation from
feature Encryption. Additionally, the original given in En-
cryption is replaced with the original implementation from
Chat.

2.2 Javadoc
In this paper, we consider source-code documentation for

developers that implement, maintain, or use SPLs. An es-
tablished way to create source-code documentation is the
use of tools such as Javadoc, which generates API documen-
tation from documentation comments in the source code.
Every source-code element (package, class, method, or field)
that should be documented is provided with a documenta-

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/documentation/index-jsp-135444.html
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/documentation/index-jsp-135444.html
http://www.stack.nl/~dimitri/doxygen/
http://www.infosun.fim.uni-passau.de/spl/apel/fh/
https://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/schwartz/ATS.html


1 /∗∗ Provides methods f o r encrypt ing
2 ∗ and decrypt ing s t r i n g s .
3 ∗ @author Author 1
4 ∗ @author Author 2
5 ∗ @version 1 .0
6 ∗/
7 public c lass Encryption {
8 /∗∗ Encrypts a s t r i n g .</br>
9 ∗ Uses the ROT13 algor i thm .

10 ∗ @param text the p l a i n t e x t
11 ∗ @return the encrypted s t r i n g
12 ∗ @see Encryption#decrypt ( St r ing )
13 ∗/
14 public stat ic St r ing encrypt ( St r ing text ) { . . . }
15 /∗∗ . . . ∗/
16 public stat ic St r ing decrypt ( St r ing code ) { . . . }
17 }

Figure 4: Example of Javadoc comments

tion comment, which holds all relevant information for doc-
umenting this element. In Javadoc, a documentation com-
ment consists of a description and a number of block tags.
In the remainder of the paper, we use the term comment
to refer to a documentation comment. The description of
a comment provides loose information about the purpose,
functionality, and implementation details for a source-code
element. Each block tag of a comment gives information
for a certain aspect of the source-code element (e.g., author,
return value). Therefore, some block tags can occur more
than once in a comment (e.g., multiple authors).

An example of two comments can be seen in Figure 4. The
source code provides a comment for the class Encryption

(Lines 1-6) and for the method encrypt (Lines 8-13). The
description of both comments (Lines 1-2 and 8-9) states the
general purpose of the source-code elements. The block tags
(Lines 3-5 and 10-12), in turn, provide information about the
source-code author (Lines 3-4), current version (Line 5), pa-
rameter (Line 10), and return value (Line 11) of method
encrypt. A comment can also contain references to com-
ments of other source-code elements (Line 12).

3. REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION
We have identified several use cases for developers working

with SPLs, which greatly benefit from tailor-made source-
code documentation. The main use cases are the implemen-
tation, debugging, and maintenance of an SPL’s functional-
ity. Furthermore, in some cases, it is useful to reuse single
features in other SPLs or use whole SPLs (e.g., in multi
product lines [7]). Another important use case is the usage
of generated products in other software (e.g., as libraries).

The existence of multiple use cases points out that the
documentation output provided by a documentation gener-
ator has to be tailored to fit the information requirements of
different use cases. We identified four different documenta-
tion types that cover the information needs of all use cases
mentioned above. These types are the documentation of
SPLs, products, features, and context interfaces.

We exemplify the documentation types with the help of
the method send from the Chat SPL. In Figure 5, we show
send in the features Chat and Commands. Both features
contain a full Javadoc comment that provides all available
information for the respective feature. Since it is not im-
portant for our approach whether a comment addresses a
class, method, or field, we use the term signature to refer to
classes, methods, and fields.

1 /∗∗ Sends a message to the Server .</br>
2 ∗ Creates a new {@link TextMessage} and
3 ∗ sends i t to the s e r v e r .</br>
4 ∗ @param l i n e the message content .</br>
5 ∗ The message may conta in any charac t e r .
6 ∗/
7 public stat ic void send ( St r ing l i n e ) {
8 i f ( canSend ( ) )
9 sendObject ( toTextMessage ( l i n e ) ) ;

10 } Chat

11 /∗∗ Sends a message to the Server .</br>
12 ∗ Can be used to t r i g g e r user commands .
13 ∗ @param l i n e the message content .</br>
14 ∗ I f the message s t a r t s with a / , the
15 ∗ whole l i n e i s i n t e r p r e t ed as user command .
16 ∗/
17 public stat ic void send ( St r ing l i n e ) {
18 i f ( l i n e . s tartsWith ( ”/ ” ) )
19 // handle command ...
20 else
21 o r i g i n a l ( l i n e ) ;
22 } Commands

Figure 5: Method send in features Chat and Com-
mands with complete Javadoc comments

1 /∗∗ Sends a message to the Server .
2 ∗ @param l i n e the message content .
3 ∗/
4 public stat ic void send ( St r ing l i n e ) { . . . }

Figure 6: Meta documentation

Meta Documentation.
When maintaining or reusing an SPL, it is useful to get a
first overview of the functionality and variability. Especially
developers that are new to an SPL project need this infor-
mation to do their work properly. For this use case, the
meta documentation is most suitable. In this documenta-
tion type, every signature of an SPL is explained in general
terms. Specifically, the meta documentation describes the
general purpose and any other feature-independent informa-
tion for all signatures, regardless of the feature in which a
signature is defined. Details about implementations that are
specific to a certain feature (feature-specific information) are
not contained in this documentation type.

In Figure 6, we present a comment for the meta documen-
tation of the Chat SPL. Note that it exclusively contains
feature-independent information for the method send.

The challenge of this documentation type is that it con-
tains exactly one comment for every signature. Due to the
concept of FOP, signatures can be defined multiple times
in different features, which leads to the problem of merging
different comments for one signature. The straightforward
approach to this problem is to provide a separate documen-
tation for the whole SPL (i.e., not a direct comment for each
signature). This approach is feasible because there is exactly
one meta documentation for an SPL. A disadvantage of this
approach is the separation of source code and documenta-
tion, which can easily lead to inconsistencies. With regard to
our other documentation types, it is also a problem that this
separate documentation does not contain feature-specific in-
formation. Therefore, a separate meta documentation will
be difficult to reuse for other documentation types.

Product Documentation.
Generated products of an SPL can be used in other soft-
ware products (e.g., as libraries). To enable a developer to



1 /∗∗ Sends a message to the Server .</br>
2 ∗ Creates a new {@link TextMessage} and
3 ∗ sends i t to the s e r v e r .</br>
4 ∗ Can be used to t r i g g e r user commands .
5 ∗ @param l i n e the message content .</br>
6 ∗ I f the message s t a r t s with a / , the
7 ∗ whole l i n e i s i n t e r p r e t ed as user command .
8 ∗/
9 public stat ic void send ( St r ing l i n e ) { . . . }

Figure 7: Product documentation with included op-
tional feature Commands

use such a generated product correctly, a documentation of
its API is needed. This use case is covered with the prod-
uct documentation. It provides all relevant information for
a generated product and consists of feature-independent in-
formation as well as information specific to the product’s
configuration.

In Figure 7, we present comments for a product of the
Chat SPL, which, in addition to the root feature Chat, con-
tains the feature Commands. Consequently, the product
documentation contains implementation details for both fea-
tures (Lines 2-4 and 6-7).

Since there is no refinement mechanism for comments, like
there is for the source code itself, the problem for generating
the product documentation consists of merging comments
for refined signatures (similar to the meta documentation).
Thus, the straightforward approach is to introduce such a
mechanism and use a keyword like @original inside of the
comments. With this approach, all comments could be han-
dled in accordance with the principle of uniformity. Again,
this straightforward approach only considers one documen-
tation type and is not applicable to others.

Feature Documentation.
Due to their modular structure, it is possible to reuse fea-
tures in other SPL projects. This is not necessarily done
by the same developer who implemented the feature in the
first place. Thus, this use case needs a documentation type
that provides information about the function volume of fea-
tures and the SPL and also details about possible pitfalls
in the concrete implementation. This can be achieved with
the feature documentation, which documents all signatures
defined (and refined) in one feature. Feature documenta-
tion provides both feature-independent and feature-specific
information.

In Figure 5, we present example comments for the fea-
ture documentation of Chat and Commands. The comments
contain feature-independent information (Lines 1, 4, 11, and
13) and details for the concrete implementation in the cor-
responding features (Lines 2-3, 5, 12, and 14-15). Further-
more, this example illustrates the merge problem for product
documentation, as both comments contain contradictory in-
formation (Lines 5 and 14-15).

The straightforward approach to generate this documen-
tation type is to provide separate documentation for every
feature. Unfortunately, this solution produces lots of redun-
dant data because feature-independent information is stored
multiple times. Because of the high amount of redundancy,
this approach is not practical for the generation of other
documentation types.

Context-Interface Documentation.
A promising approach to ease maintenance and implemen-

1 /∗∗ Sends a message to the Server .</br>
2 ∗ [ Chat ] Creates a new {@link TextMessage} and
3 ∗ sends i t to the s e r v e r .</br>
4 ∗ [ Commands ] Can be used to t r i g g e r
5 ∗ user commands.</br>
6 ∗ @param l i n e the message content .</br>
7 ∗ [ Commands ] I f the message s t a r t s with
8 ∗ a / , the whole l i n e i s i n t e rp r e t ed as
9 ∗ user command .

10 ∗/
11 public stat ic void send ( St r ing l i n e ) { . . . }

Figure 8: Context-interface documentation

tation tasks of SPLs based on FOP are context interfaces,
which help developers identify all signatures that are safely
accessible from a given source code position [14]. Documen-
tation tailored to these interfaces would allow developers to
profit even more from this functionality. This documenta-
tion type is of special interest to developers currently imple-
menting an SPL. Context interfaces give a special view on
an SPLs source code. All signatures that are safely accessi-
ble within a certain feature context are contained in such an
interface. Every signature contained in a context interface
is included in this documentation with feature-independent
as well as feature-specific information. Since the context
documentation is used at development time, the concrete
implementation of a signature is unknown. As an example,
consider the method encrypt from Figure 4. The imple-
mentation of this method in a certain product depends on
whether feature ROT13 or SWL (see Figure 2) is part of the
configuration. Therefore, the context-interface documenta-
tion provides information for all possible implementations of
a signature, labeled with the corresponding feature.

In Figure 8, we present an example comment for a context-
interface documentation within the context of feature Com-
mands. It contains feature-independent information (Lines
1 and 6) and implementation details for all features in which
the method is defined (Lines 2-3, 4-5, and 7-9). Similar to
the feature documentation, the straightforward approach for
this documentation type is to provide context documenta-
tion for every feature. Again, this approach introduces a
large amount of duplication of feature-independent as well
as feature-specific information.

With our four introduced documentation types, we are
able to fit the information requirements of all identified use
cases. Furthermore, we presented four straightforward ap-
proaches that allow us to create documentation for each
documentation type. However, we already stated the prob-
lem that the straightforward approaches are incompatible
with each other because they lack meta information (i.e.,
information type, priority) about their comments. Thus,
in the likely case that developers need documentation for
more than one use case, the straightforward approaches re-
quire developers to create and maintain the input for each
documentation type separately. This is not desirable as it
leads to massive overhead and redundant information in the
comments. Consequently, our goal is to have redundancy-
free comments from which tailor-made documentation for all
use cases can be generated. In order to achieve this goal, we
need a new way to structure comments in SPL source code.

4. TAILORED API DOCUMENTATION
We extended the standard Javadoc structure to provide



1 /∗∗{@general 0} Chat
2 ∗ Sends a message to the Server .
3 ∗ @param l i n e the message content .
4 ∗/
5 /∗∗{@feature 0}
6 ∗ Creates a new {@link TextMessage} and
7 ∗ sends i t to the s e r v e r .
8 ∗ @param l i n e The message may conta in
9 ∗ any charac t e r .

10 ∗/
11 public stat ic void send ( St r ing l i n e ) { . . . }

12 /∗∗{@feature 0} Commands
13 ∗ Can be used to t r i g g e r user commands .
14 ∗/
15 /∗∗{@feature 1}
16 ∗ @param l i n e I f the message s t a r t s with a / ,
17 ∗ the whole l i n e i s i n t e r p r e t ed as user command .
18 ∗/
19 public stat ic void send ( St r ing l i n e ) { . . . }

Figure 9: Extended comment syntax in feature Chat
and Commands

all required information. Based on this extended Javadoc
structure, we use a generation algorithm to create tailor-
made documentation for all use cases on demand.

4.1 Information Structuring
In order to tailor documentation to fit every documenta-

tion type, we divide comments into two distinct information
types. In addition, for conflict resolution, we introduce pri-
orities for every part of a documentation.

The main feature of our extended syntax is the distinction
of information types, where feature-specific information is
related to a certain feature and feature-independent informa-
tion (i.e., the general purpose of a class, method or field) is
independent from all feature implementations. Both types of
information are explicitly separated in all comments, which
helps reduce redundancy. Moreover, this separation enables
us to handle both types of information differently, depending
on the target documentation type (e.g., meta documentation
only needs feature-independent information).

As stated in Section 3, comments can occur multiple times
for a signature and thus, have to be merged together. Pri-
orities are a suitable mechanism to control the merge pro-
cess for comments. In case there are multiple comments
with contradictory information, the SPL developer can de-
cide which comment contains the right information.

4.2 Extended Javadoc
We introduce two new keywords, general and feature, to

maintain the new comment structure. In order to assign an
information type and priority to a comment, the developer
has to use one of our new keywords at the very beginning
of a comment. If a developer wants to specify different in-
formation types or priorities for a signature, they may use
multiple comments.

We exemplify the usage of our keywords with the help
of the method send in feature Chat and Commands (see
Figure 9). The first comment in the example (Lines 1-4)
provides a description and an @param tag (Lines 2-3). By
using the keyword {@general 0} (Line 1), the description
and the @param block tag inside this comment are feature-
independent and have the lowest priority (0), which means
that they will be overridden by any other feature-indepen-
dent description or @param block tag with a higher priority.
Feature-specific information with priority 0 is provided by

I

III

II

Figure 10: Basic process (main phases) of the gen-
eration algorithm (IT = Information type)

the second comment (Lines 5-10), which uses the keyword
{@feature 0}. The second comment holds additional infor-
mation for the description and the @param tag. The source
code in feature Commands contains two more comments for
send. Since it is unnecessary to store feature-independent
information redundantly, both comments in feature Com-
mands contain only feature-specific information (Lines 12
and 15). The first comment in Commands (Lines 12-14)
provides further information for the description with prior-
ity 0, whereas the second comment (Lines 15-18) provides
further information for the @param tag with the higher pri-
ority 1. The higher priority is assigned due to the fact that
this information contradicts the information given in Chat
(Lines 8-9). Thus, the developer decided that the @param in-
formation in Commands is more important than the feature-
specific @param information in Chat and will override it in
configurations where both features are selected.

In case no keyword is given at a comment’s beginning,
the information in the comment will be treated as feature-
independent with priority 0. Therefore, the generation algo-
rithm is also able to work with the standard Javadoc struc-
ture.

4.3 Generation Algorithm
Based on our extended Javadoc syntax for FOP, we pro-

pose an algorithm to generate all of our defined documen-
tation types (see Section 3). As input, the developer selects
a documentation type. Then, the algorithm uses a list of
all relevant features and all relevant signatures in the source
code to generate the documentation (e.g., as HTML) for the
selected documentation type.

The generation algorithm has a modular design and con-
sists of three phases. We depict the basic process of the
three phases in Figure 10. The first phase (I) consists of
two steps and reads all needed information from the source
code. At first (Step 1 ), the algorithm extracts all rele-
vant comments from the source code (i.e., comments from
signatures and features contained in the documentation).
Then, the algorithm splits the comments for each signature
into a list of block tags (Step 2 ). The second phase (II)
is done for each signature separately. To handle feature-
independent and feature-specific information separately, the
algorithm merges block tags in two consecutive steps ( 3 , 4 )
and creates a tailored comment according to the desired doc-
umentation type. In the last phase (III), the Javadoc tool
parses the tailored comments to create the final documen-



# Source Tag IT Prio

1 Line 2 Description I 0
2 Line 3 @param line I 0
3 Lines 6-7 Description S 0
4 Lines 8-9 @param line S 0
5 Line 13 Description S 0
6 Lines 16-17 @param line S 1

A Line 2 Description I 0
B Line 3 @param line I 0
C Concatenate #3, #5 Description S 0
D Override #4 with #6 @param line S 1

I Concatenate #A, #C Description - -
II Concatenate #B, #D @param line - -

Table 1: Tag list for the send example, with raw
input (first part), results after first merge (second
part), and results after second merge (last part).
(I = feature-independent, S = feature-specific)

tation (Step 5 ). The last phase has the advantage that the
Javadoc tool is independent from the merge process, which
allows the developer to use all the standard options of the
Javadoc tool (e.g., choose an output format).

In the following, we explain the splitting of the block tags
( 2 ) and the two merge steps ( 3 , 4 ) in further detail. For
this, we use our example for the method send (see Figure 9)
and demonstrate how our algorithm creates a product docu-
mentation for a product that contains the features Chat and
Commands.

Split Comments.
All comments for a signature are read from the source code
in the feature order specified by the developer ( 1 ). Af-
terwards, these comments are split into single block tags
( 2 ). The result of this splitting step is a list of all block
tags assigned to a certain signature. This list also includes
the comment description, which is treated as a single block
tag. As an example, we list all tags for send in the first
part of Table 1 (i.e., above the first double line). Note that
the tag list is ordered by the feature in which the tags are
specified because comments are read in the defined feature
order (i.e., the same order that is used for superimposition
in FOP). Since every comment follows the extended syntax,
all tags have additional details about their information type,
priority, and the feature in which they are defined.

To merge block tags, it is necessary that they can be iden-
tified uniquely within the comments of one signature. Hence,
the algorithm internally assigns a unique identifier to each
block tag. If block tags, by Javadoc convention, are not
allowed to occur more than once, it is enough to use the
tag name as identifier (e.g., @return). However, some block
tags are allowed to occur multiple times in a comment and
thus, require a more complex identifier. The identifier is
constructed directly from the comment and consists of the
tag name followed by a part of the tag’s description (e.g.,
the parameter name for @param tags). In Table 2, we list
which part of a block tag’s description is used for the identi-
fier, in addition to its name. Together with the information
provided by our extended syntax, every block tag assigned
to a certain signature is now uniquely identifiable.

Tag Identifier Part Merge Strategy

Description - concatenate
@author author name override
@deprecated - concatenate
@param parameter name concatenate
@return - concatenate
@see signature name override
@serial field name concatenate
@serialData - concatenate
@serialField field name concatenate
@since - override
@throws exception name concatenate
@version - override
Custom Tag - override

Table 2: Overview over identifier parts and merge
strategies for Javadoc block tags

Merge Equal Information Types.
The first merge step ( 3 ) combines block tags that have the
same identifier and the same information type. Tags with
the same identifier and information type can occur multiple
times for one signature, since they can differ in their priority
and the feature in which they are defined.

There are two possible merge strategies for handling block
tags that have to be merged. The tags can be concatenated
or one tag can override the other. In order to decide how
to merge the tags, first their priorities are compared. If the
tags have different priorities, the tag with the higher prior-
ity overrides the content of the other tag. In case that both
tags have the same priority, the action depends on the tag
type. For some tags like @version it does not make sense
to concatenate the contents. Thus, those tags get overrid-
den. For other tags, such as @param, it is reasonable to keep
the content of both tags and thus, those are concatenated.
The default merge strategy is always applied in the specified
feature order (i.e., preceding tags appear on top of concate-
nated comments or get overridden by following tags). In
Table 2, we list the default merge strategy for all block tags.

We demonstrate the first merge step with the tag list of
our example, listed in the first part of Table 1. Since they
have equal identifiers and information types, the algorithm
has to merge the tags #3 and #5 and the tags #4 and
#6. Tags #3 and #5 have the same priority and thus, the
algorithm takes the default merge strategy for comment de-
scriptions and concatenates the contents of the tags. By
contrast, the tags #4 and #6 differ in their priority and
thus, #6 overrides the contents of #4. The result of the
first merge step can be seen in the second part of Table 1
(i.e., between the two double lines).

Merge Different Information Types.
The second merge step ( 4 ) combines all block tags with
equal identifiers and different information types. After the
first merge step ( 3 ), all tags in the list with an equal iden-
tifier can only differ in their information type, which means
that feature-independent and feature-specific information are
now merged together. In case of the meta documentation,
the algorithm only takes feature-independent and discards
all feature-specific information. For all other documentation
types, feature-independent and feature-specific information
is concatenated in a way that all feature-independent infor-



mation appears on top of a tag. Afterwards, the tag list
is converted into a single comment by sorting the list ac-
cording to Javadoc conventions and then concatenating all
tags in the list. The second merge step also creates pseudo
source code for the current signature, which is necessary for
the Javadoc tool to work correctly. Pseudo source code con-
tains all signature declarations needed for the documenta-
tion. However, it only contains empty method bodies and no
field initializers. Finally, the merged comment is attached
to the respective signature in the pseudo source code and
the algorithm process the next signature.

In our example, for the tags in Table 1, the algorithm
combines #A and #C to the description and #B and #D
to the @param tag of the final comment, which can be seen
in the last part of Table 1 (i.e., below the second double
line). We already depicted the resulting tailored comment
in Figure 7.

5. EVALUATION
Documenting an SPL with straightforward approaches re-

quires much time and effort from the developers. Thus,
our method aims to reduce this effort to a minimum. In
our evaluation, we therefore compare the effort of creating
and maintaining comments with our extended syntax to the
straightforward approaches, which we presented in Section 3.

To evaluate our method, we made a prototypical imple-
mentation of our algorithm. The algorithm must be able to
extract the signatures and their comments from the source
code. Thus, we decided to implement it as an extension
of FeatureIDE5 [15], which is a plug-in for the popular inte-
grated development environment (IDE) Eclipse. FeatureIDE
covers the functionality of creating, managing, and analyz-
ing SPLs and supports a variety of different implementation
techniques for SPLs. With FeatureIDE and FeatureHouse
SPLs, we are capable of providing the necessary input for
our generation algorithm.

5.1 Evaluation Procedure
In our evaluation, we demonstrate the efficiency of our

extended syntax in terms of overhead and redundancy. For
all documentation types, we measure the amount of input
that is necessary to produce the documentation with the
straightforward approach and our generation algorithm. In
detail, we compare the character count of the comments used
for creating the documentation.

In Section 3, we stated that the straightforward approach
for product documentation requires the design of a refine-
ment mechanism for comments. Since this was not part
of our research, we could only estimate the input size for
this straightforward approach. The input comments for the
product documentation must contain all available informa-
tion, since this documentation type has to provide detailed
documentation for each product. However, the respective
straightforward approach is able to work with almost redun-
dancy free comments. Therefore, we assumed that the input
size of the straightforward approach for product documen-
tation is approximately equal to our method. For all other
straightforward approaches, we are able to generate the in-
put comments with our generation algorithm. This is due
to the fact that the created tailored comments are identical
to the input comments for the straightforward approaches

5http://fosd.de/fide

Figure 11: Barplot of the evaluation results, relative
to our extended syntax

for meta, feature, and context documentation.
We documented two SPLs with our extended syntax in

order to evaluate our approach. The first SPL is Chat, which
we have already used in our examples. For the evaluation,
we used the full Chat SPL, which contains 13 features and
allows 120 valid configurations. The Chat SPL consists of 12
classes, 70 methods, and 47 fields. The second SPL is Snake
with 21 features, which represents a total of 5580 variants
of the classical video game Snake. The Snake SPL consists
of 28 classes, 197 methods, and 133 fields. In contrast to
Chat, we created Snake by decomposing a single product
into features of an SPL. This includes the already existing
comments, which we converted to our new syntax.

5.2 Evaluation Results
In Figure 11, we illustrate the results for both evaluated

SPLs. The evaluation gives similar results for both SPLs.
In both cases, the straightforward approach for the meta
documentation needs slightly less input than our method.
By contrast, if we use our method for feature and context
documentation, we need much less input than the straight-
forward approaches.

Meta documentation does not contain feature-specific in-
formation, which explains the low result for the straight-
forward approach. The high amount of required input for
feature and context documentation is mostly explained by
the feature-independent information. As stated in Section 3,
both documentation types provide a complete documenta-
tion for every feature. This leads to a high amount of redun-
dant feature-independent and feature-specific information.

The evaluation results underline the benefit of our ap-
proach to separate feature-independent from feature-specific
information. Furthermore, in most cases, developers want to
use all documentation types for an SPL. If developers were
to use all straightforward approaches instead of our method,
this would lead to an approximately fourfold increase in doc-
umentation effort.

5.3 Threats to Validity
Evaluating the comment size is not the best metric for

documentation effort. Nevertheless, it is a good indicator.
Even if comments contain a high amount of redundancy and,
thus, can be created easily by copying certain parts, they,
in turn, become harder to maintain. Moreover, other eval-
uation methods, such as user studies, would suffer from dif-
ferent documentation styles.
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Since we documented the evaluated SPLs by ourselves, we
possibly biased the results. To lower the impact of this issue
on the evaluation, we created the comments for the straight-
forward approaches from our extended syntax and did not
write them separately. This guarantees that no comment
contains additional information that would affect the input
size for our method or one of the straightforward approaches.

Another issue is the number and size of our case studies.
Since there are currently only two SPLs that are documented
with our extended syntax, only these two SPLs were evalu-
ated, which could possibly lead to biased results. However,
the results we got from the evaluation are similar for both
SPLs and confirm our expectations.

6. RELATED WORK
As mentioned in Section 2, our method only considers

source-code documentation. This is different from end-user
documentation, such as manuals, which explain the func-
tionality of a program and how to use it correctly. For SPLs
there are already solutions to generate end-user documen-
tation. DocLine is a tool to generate tailor-made user doc-
umentation by treating user documentation as SPLs [9]. It
uses the XML-based documentation reuse language (DRL)
that is able to reuse adapted text modules. In addition, Ra-
biser et al. introduced a general approach to generate arbi-
trary documentation using the tool suite DOPLER (decision-
oriented product line engineering) [13].

Documentation is considered an informal type of specifi-
cation. In contrast, there are also formal specification ap-
proaches, such as method contracts. These define the be-
havior and allowed return values of a method for certain
inputs and are used to check the correctness of programs.
Thüm et al. adapted contracts for SPLs [16]. Their work en-
ables contract-based analyses of feature interactions, which
ensures correct behavior of the implementation in all prod-
ucts.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Source-code documentation is a vital aspect of software

engineering and thus, should be part of new software de-
velopment techniques like FOP. At present, documentation
tools, such as Javadoc, do not work well with FOP. There-
fore, we presented four different documentation types for
SPLs that provide information for several use cases, such as
implementing, maintaining, using, or reusing SPLs. Using
these documentation types, developers working with SPLs
are provided with tailor-made documentation for each use
case. However, at the moment, we lack methods to create
such documentation. Therefore, we introduced a new way
to structure documentation comments and designed a gener-
ation algorithm that is able to generate all four documenta-
tion types from the same source-code comments. Based on
the prototypical implementation of our algorithm, we evalu-
ated our method in terms of documentation effort for devel-
opers. The evaluation results showed that our new structure
introduces little overhead and redundancy and is superior to
most straightforward approaches.

In future work, we would like to investigate documen-
tation methods for other SPL implementation techniques
(e.g., pre-processors or aspect-oriented programming). We
are also interested in supporting developers in the docu-
mentation process with our extended syntax by providing

methods that help identify feature-independent parts of the
documentation and determine proper priorities.
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